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NAVIGATION LIGHT ADAPTER ENABLES HORIZONTAL MOUNTING 
 
 

Navigation lights are necessary on a vessel, but available mounting 

configurations can be less than ideal. Hella marine solves these challenges 

with its new Horizontal Adapter, which creates more installation options 

for its line of NaviLED PRO Navigation Lights. 

The Horizontal Adapter mounts in either an upright or pendant 

orientation, enabling easier placement of Hella marine NaviLED PRO lights 

in locations such as towers or shutter boxes. It also increases the overall 

lamp dimensions to better service larger boats, as NaviLED PRO models are 

internationally certified for vessels up to 164 ft. 

A high-quality, sealed installation is possible due to the adapter's 

raised base, which allows space for a reliable cable gland. Its innovative 

design features hidden fasteners to give the NaviLED PRO Horizontal 

Adapter a tidy look. And, water can drain from flow paths molded into the 

top and bottom of the unit, enabling flexible installation choices. 

The Horizontal Adapter's common mounting hole footprint facilitates 

easy upgrades from incandescent lamps to trusted Hella marine NaviLED 

PRO models. Made from the same molded material as the NaviLED PRO 

shroud, it will not discolor, corrode or become brittle even after long term 

UV and saltwater exposure. 
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NaviLED PRO Navigation Lights offer ultra-low power consumption, a 

maintenance-free design and bright and reliable illumination. Each affords 

unparalleled durability, with no bulbs to burn out or filaments to break in 

harsh seas. 

Hella marine navigation lights allow clear indication of a vessel's 

movement and heading through advanced LED optics. This provides 

optimum horizontal and vertical light distribution with precise cut-off 

angles. With an over 90% reduction in power draw, these LED lights 

provide more illumination per watt than traditional bulb lamps.  

The Hella marine NaviLED PRO Horizontal Adapter is sold in pairs, 

separate from the lamps, available in white or black. Suggested retail price 

is $16 per pair. 

Contact Hella marine Inc., 201 Kelly Dr., Peachtree City, GA 30269. 

770-631-7500. SOE.sales@hella.com; www.hellamarine.com. 


